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Remarks by Celia Hahn — continued
Transportation Security Officers,
problem by converting part time
unlike their fellow Federal
officers to full time, but it is time
Employees including members of
to address the real staffing issue:
TSA management, are not
Granting the Transportation
protected under Title Five of the
Security Officers the right to work
US Code. Protection under Title 5
without discrimination, without
would extend common sense
unfair labor practices, while being
workplace protections to
treated with respect from
Screeners such as the Family and
management officials – morale
Medical Leave Act, the Federal
and retention will improve.
Labor Standards Act; Employ-ment
In last week’s hearing before
dis-crimination protections,
Greg Swanholm reads a letter of support from Congress, Inspector General John
including application of the
Roth made this statement – he
US Senator Amy Klobuchar
Rehabilitation Act; Access to the
said:
Merit Systems Protection Board, and full collective
“We should not minimize the significance of the
bargaining rights.
challenges that TSA Faces and the risk that failure
Denial of these basic rights to the TSA workforce is the
brings. The stakes are enormous. Nowhere is the
reason behind the low morale and the revolving door of
asymmetric threat of terrorism more evident than
officers – until we fix what is really wrong with the TSA,
in the area of aviation security”.
we will not fix the staffing issues.
TSAs mission is to protect the nation’s transportation
Admiral Neffenger believes that the mere act of
systems to ensure freedom of movement for people and
commerce. The successful execution of the TSAs critical
security mission requires dedication and professionalism
from all employees. There is not one officer in this airport,
and across the nation, who does not say to themselves on
a daily basis “Not on my watch”.
TSA officers are often referred to as the front-line, or the
first-line of defense. It makes the transportation security
officer job sound pretty important. How can Congress
divert the airport security fees to pay down the federal
budget deficit?
This diversion has led to 12.6 billion dollars in ticket fees
being diverted away from security screening – at a time
when TSA needs those resources the most.
Jamie Long reads a letter of support from US Congressman Keith Ellison ( See page 3.)

Congress needs to end the diversion of airport security
fees and return them to aviation security.

Congress needs to enact emergency legislation to enable
converting part-time officers to full-time will “improve the TSA to hire 6,000 additional full time officers.
retention and morale”. It is a step in the right direction,
To help retain the staff and attract more officers, Congress
but there is so much more that needs to be done.
needs to grant TSA Officers the same workplace rights and
For most officers, spending more time at the airport is not benefits as all other Department of Homeland Security
going to increase their morale. Across the nation, officers Employees.
are being forced to work mandatory overtime, their
scheduled days off are being cancelled, and meal and rest
Assembled by
breaks are being delayed or cancelled.
Admiral Neffenger is offering to put a band-aid on the
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AFGE Members Rally at MSP for
New Hires and Better Conditions
MSP— June 14
Hiring more screeners would
shorten lines at airport security
checkpoints, Transportation
Security Administration workers
said at a rally Tuesday at
Minneapolis-St. Paul International
Airport. But they also made it
clear that turnover won’t be
reduced until they are treated
better.
Since the last five years, 100
million more passengers are flying
each year, but the number of
screeners has not kept up and an
additional 6,000 are needed,
AFGE Regional Vice President Vaughn Glenn (center) joins us from Detroit
members of the American
Federation of Government
hires new people, who then need to be trained, the
Employees (AFGE) said. The union is holding rallies
union said.
around the country to show support for the
AFGE Regional Vice President Vaughn Glenn cited the
important work done by TSA employees.
case of one worker who failed a computer“The long lines are proof positive we can’t wait any
administered test because the machine was
longer to act,” said Celia Hahn, president of AFGE
malfunctioning. But rather than give her another
Local 899, which represents more than 300 TSOs at
chance, rigid TSA rules required her manager to fire
MSP and smaller airports across Minnesota and North
her.
and South Dakota.
Another stress on employees is mandatory overtime,
At the same time, “low morale and a revolving door
Hahn said. Workers are being forced to work extra
policy” are aggravating the shortage, Hahn said.
hours, work through breaks and have seen scheduled
Rather than work with employees to resolve
vacation time cancelled. [Continued page 2.]
problems, the TSA pushes them out the door and

Full Text of Remarks by Celia Hahn, President, AFGE Local 899 at MSP Rally
MSP—14 June 2016

hole – sure it looks good on paper, but the job one that people will want.
we need an additional 6,000 officers
Better work conditions and fair labor
practices are needed if any change is
on the floor screening passengers.
going to happen.
In order to correctly address the

The Transportation Security Administration
has certainly been in the news a lot lately.
From the high-level management
“whistleblowers” to the extremely long
wait times here, at MSP, and across the
country. Someone has finally noticed that
there are not enough officers to staff the
airports across the nation.

But, just having
approval from
Congress is not
enough. The TSA
would then be
tasked with finding
an additional 6,000
people who want
Annual passenger loads have increased by to dedicate
more than 100 million per year since 2011, themselves to the
mission while
while the TSA screening personnel have
working in an
decreased by nearly 6,000. The TSA has
often hostile
been doing more with less for years, and
environment, and
the long lines are proof positive that we
also find a way to
can’t wait any longer to act. You can’t
stop the flow of
continue to increase the number of
passengers without increasing the number officers leaving the
Agency.
of screeners.
AFGE has called on Congress to enact
emergency legislation to enable TSA to hire
6,000 additional full time TSA Officers with
the hopes of restoring staffing levels to
what they were in 2011.

staffing issues in the TSA, you must
Now entering its 15th year, the TSA
also address the attrition. In 2014 only continues to lag far behind other
373 officers joined the agency, but
Federal agencies in employee morale,
4,600 officers left due
to resignations,
retirements, and
terminations.

Celia Hahn addressing the press at the MSP rally

Admiral Neffenger has mentioned several
times over the past few weeks that the TSA
is bringing on over 750 new officers, but
what Admiral Neffenger has failed to
mention is that the currently trained and

employed officers are leaving just as fast.
The TSA is below the staffing minimums
throughout the nation, and just having the
approval from Congress to hire 6,000 more
is not enough to dig the TSA out of their

AFGE Members Rally— continued from page 1
Congress has placed a cap on the number of full-time
workers that TSA can hire, leading to more part-time employees – the group with the largest turnover.
Finally, because of a provision called Title 5, TSA officers
do not have the same workplace rights and protections as
many other workers. For example, they are not covered by
the Fair Labor Standards Act nor the Family and Medical
Leave Act.
House File 4488, legislation introduced this spring in the
U.S. House of Representatives, would grant TSA officers
full worker rights.

to stop diverting $12.6 billion in passenger security fees.
The money, added to ticket prices after the Sept. 11, 2001,
terrorist attacks, has been taken to be spent on other programs rather than aviation security.
Participants at Tuesday’s rally included representatives of
Congressman Keith Ellison, DFL-5th District, and U.S. Senator Amy Klobuchar, DFL-Minn., who back more funding for
screeners.
St. Paul Mayor Chris Coleman told the group, “The cost to
our communities of these increased wait times is significant” and called on Congress to act to “provide more resources and a fair working environment.”

AFGE said Congress needs to appropriate more money to
fund additional screeners. One solution, airline industry
One solution that has been proposed – turning airport seobservers say, would be for Congress and the White House curity over to private contractors – should be off the table,
said Bill McCarthy, president of the Minnesota AFL-CIO,
Star Tribune: TSA union, lawmakers call for more staff at MSP Airport the state’s largest labor federation.
http://www.startribune.com/tsa-union-lawmakers-call-for-morestaff-at-msp-airport/383053261/
Twin Cities Pioneer Press: Sick of MSP’s endless security lines? So
are the security workers
http://www.twincities.com/2016/06/14/msps-tsa-officers-call-formore-staffing-to-cut-long-security-lines/

“We should never put our safety in the hands of forprofit companies,” he said.
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terms and conditions of employment
for 41,000 Screening Officers,
including the ability to decide which
labor protection and workplace rights
laws apply to the workforce.
(continued next page)

Dear Friends:

It has been reported
that the average
officer loss per week is
103. If the TSA is
losing 103 per week,
750 more officers will
not make a dent.

Thank you for the
invitation to speak
to my AFGE friends.
I am in Washington DC today for Congressional business, but I am with you in spirit.

Hiring 6,000 more
officers, spending the
money to send them
Minnesota AFL-CIO President Bill McCarthy says
to the TSA academy,
“privatization” should be off the table.
and then an
additional 2 months of training, is not job satisfaction, and retention.
worth it if the TSA cannot retain those
This is due in part to the interpretation
officers.
of a footnote in the Aviation and
If the Agency wants to hire and retain Transportation Security Act of 2001 as
its officers, then they need to make
the basis to grant the TSA
Administrator
nearly full power
over employee
compensation,
working conditions,
and disciplinary
action.
The Agency
continues to
engage in
discriminatory and
unfair labor
relations practices.
The Administrator
is given
unprecedented
authority to
determine the

Saint Paul Mayor Chris Coleman speaks in support of TSOs at the AFGE rally.

Transportation Security Officers (TSOs)
have the important job of keeping travelers safe in the air, but you are being
forced to do more with less. Instead of
having travelers missing or nearly missing
their flights, we can fix this problem by
hiring more full time Officers.
TSA has continued to face smaller budgets
and staffing caps. In the last five years,
TSA’s budget went down while the number of passengers went up. That makes no
sense! It’s no wonder Minnesotans and
our airport visitors face long lines.
TSOs are doing all you can. Here in Minneapolis, you are working hard and taking
additional overtime to help decrease wait
times. But this is only a short-term fix.
That’s why I wrote to TSA Administrator
Peter Neffenger telling him that as he is
shifting resources to help MSP, we also
need to do more in Congress to provide
relief. If we prioritize safety as a country,
then we should act like it and fund it.
I also stand with you against efforts to
privatize screeners. National security is a
core function of government – not something that should be outsourced. Also,
paying someone else to screen won’t cut
down wait times. Let’s get to the root of
the problem, step up, and pay for the
staffing levels we need.
In Solidarity,
US Congressmember, MN-5
Keith Ellison

